
Hi! I'm Tim Smith, and I tell love stories.
 
Your wedding day. All your life has been leading to that special moment when you will �nally 
say the words "I do" to the one person who means the world to you. I want your wedding 
video to capture that moment and the beautiful story that led up to it.
 
I want your wedding video to tell your beautiful and unique love story. 
 
Below you can select the Package and Add-ons that you want. Let me know if you have any 
questions!

FILM COLLECTION

ITEMS QTY UNIT PRICE TOTAL



Silver Qty $1,800

- 4-5 minute highlight film 
- 8 Hours of Coverage 
- Online music rights 
- 4K Drone Coverage (Coverage depends on venue and weather) 
- Vows and Speeches will be recorded and intertwined into the final video 
- Video delivered in high quality 4K format 
- Final video will be edited and delivered within 6 weeks 
- Electronic delivery

$1,800

Gold Qty $2,000

- 5-7 minute highlight film 
- 8 Hours of Coverage 
- Online music rights 
- 4K Drone Coverage (Coverage depends on venue and weather) 
- Vows and Speeches will be recorded and intertwined into the final video 
- Video delivered in high quality 4K format 
- Final video will be edited and delivered within 6 weeks 
- Electronic delivery + personalized USB drive

$2,000

Platinum Qty $2,500

- 7-9 minute highlight film 
- 2nd Videographer 
- Online music rights 
- 8 Hours of Coverage 
- 4K Drone Coverage (Coverage depends on venue and weather) 
- Vows and Speeches will be recorded and intertwined into the final video 
- Video delivered in high quality 4K format 
- Final video will be edited and delivered within 6 weeks 
- Electronic delivery + personalized USB drive

$2,500



WEDDING FILM LENGTH

ITEMS QTY UNIT PRICE TOTAL

Extra Hour Qty $100

1 extra hour of coverage. To add multiple hours, type in the quantity.

$100

10 Minute Film Qty $400

This allow you to have everything I capture to be put into your wedding film, without cutting 
anything. Plus, it allows for increased time for the speeches and vows in the video. Memories, 
emotions, details, guests.. all displayed to perfection.

$400

EVENTS & COVERAGE



EVENTS & COVERAGE

ITEMS QTY UNIT PRICE TOTAL

Additional Videographer Qty $400

Depending on the size of your wedding - you might feel you need an additional videographer. 

If you're unsure, talk to me about your wedding day and timeline and I'll be able to give you 
better insight.

$400

Wedding Weekend Qty $2,000

Wedding Day Coverage + Up to 2 Additional Days of Coverage for Pre-Wedding Dinners, 
Parties, or whatever you have planned. Can Include Rehearsal Dinner Coverage. Footage will 
be used in the final film. *Travel Rates apply*

$2,000

MAKE THE MEMORIES LAST FOREVER

ITEMS QTY UNIT PRICE TOTAL




Wedding Trailer (VERY Popular) Qty $400

60 Second Highlight Trailer of your Wedding Day, perfect for sharing on Instagram and Social 
Media

$400

Ceremony Edit Qty $600

Along with your highlight film, you will receive this Ceremony Edit. Video will be 20-30 
minutes long and will be of the entire ceremony from start to finish. Footage will be spliced 
together and color graded. Don't miss those intimate ceremony moments.

$600

Special Moments Edit Qty $200

This would be a separate video for the first look, first dance, speeches, toasts, or otherwise. 
Edit includes the best angles and audio files available. To add edits for multiple moments, 
type in the quantity.

$200

The "FOMO" Edit Qty $800

Have a Fear Of Missing Out on all of the many little moments throughout your wedding day? 
I’m happy to offer a FOMO edit which is essentially a 3-4 hour video of everything shot that 
day. In other words - a glorified Home Video Edit of your special day.  I drag all the footage 
we shot from the entire day, and place it in the Editing Timeline chronologically, and deliver it 
to you. I will remove horribly shaky, or duplicated shots. Film will not be colored. Film will not 
include background music. Delivered separately from your final Wedding Film.

$800




